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ABSTRACT 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and its derivatives are one of the most widely used DNA-based methods in 

species determination studies in meat and meat products. Chromosomal or mitochondrial genes of the species 

can be targeted in PCR-based analyzes used in species detection studies. Many researchers are able to realize 

oligonucleotide differences between species through online alignment programs on mitochondrial DNA. Using 

chromosomal DNA would provide more concise results in quantification studies. However, determining the 

marker regions for genomic DNA is challenging due to the large size of the chromosomes. Bioinformatics 

approaches are available for selected applications. However, using those approaches requires intensive 

knowledge of computer science, molecular biology, and bioinformatics in addition to high computational power. 

In this study, a pipeline is presented that will provide a user-friendly approach to be adopted by facilities where 

contamination analyzes are routinely performed. 
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Et Özgüllüğünün Belirlenmesinde Primer Setlerinin Tasarımına 

Yönelik Biyoinformatik Tabanlı Bir Yaklaşım 
 

ÖZ 
Polimeraz zincir reaksiyonu (PCR) ve türevleri, et ve et ürünlerinde tür belirleme çalışmalarında en yaygın 

kullanılan DNA bazlı yöntemlerden biridir. Tür tespit çalışmalarında kullanılan PCR tabanlı analizlerde türlerin 

kromozomal veya mitokondriyal genleri hedeflenebilir. Birçok araştırmacı, mitokondriyal DNA üzerindeki 

çevrimiçi hizalama programları aracılığıyla türler arasındaki oligonükleotid farklılıklarını 

gerçekleştirebilmektedir. Kromozomal DNA kullanmak, kantifikasyon çalışmalarında daha kısa sonuçlar 

sağlayacaktır. Bununla birlikte, genomik DNA için işaretleyici bölgelerin belirlenmesi, kromozomların 

büyüklüğünden dolayı zordur. Biyoinformatik yaklaşımlar, seçilmiş uygulamalar için mevcuttur. Ancak, bu 

yaklaşımları kullanmak, yüksek hesaplama gücüne ek olarak yoğun bilgisayar bilimi, moleküler biyoloji ve 

biyoinformatik bilgisi gerektirir. Bu çalışmada, kontaminasyon analizlerinin rutin olarak yapıldığı tesisler 

tarafından benimsenmesi için kullanıcı dostu bir yaklaşım sağlayacak bir kod akışı sunulmuştur.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Determining meat specificity is a serious problem, and verification of meat products is very important 

in the food industry [1]. Authentication of meat and meat products is essential for protecting public 

health, economic investment, and religious sanctity [2-4]. The integrity of food products is protected 

by national and international regulations that state that all ingredients must be labeled and all raw 

materials must be traceable [5] The basis of these regulations is the approaches applied to determining 

the source of meat and its limits. In general, proteomics and genomics-based approaches are among 

the most preferred approaches. However, electrophoretic [6], spectroscopic [7], chromatographic [8], 

[9], immunological [10], biosensors [11-13] and electronic nose [14,15] chemometric approaches such 

as are also being studied. 

 

Especially, the PCR method, which is one of the genomic-based approaches, is more sensitive 

compared to other methods due to the stability of DNA in hard conditions. Therefore, DNA 

identification techniques have enormous potential for forensics, diagnostics, and food analysis[1]. 

Various DNA-based techniques have been proposed by researchers: sequence-specific PCR[16-18], 

qPCR [19-21], PCR-RFLP [22,23], PCR-RAPD [24], ddPCR[25-27], DNA Barcoding [28,29]. 

 

Chromosomal or mitochondrial genes can be targeted for PCR-based applications in species detection 

[30]. Using mitochondrial DNA for analysis provides a low limit of detection but cannot be used for 

quantitation. Due to the varying number of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) between cells, single-copy 

chromosomal DNA was generally preferred as the target gene to ensure the reproducibility of 

quantitative PCR measurements [26,31]. It has been suggested that the use of mtDNA cannot be 

recommended in full quantification studies since it varies at least 5 times between different tissues (fat 

vs muscle) compared to chromosomal DNA [26]. 

 

Using chromosomal DNA would provide more concise results in quantification studies. However, 

determining the marker regions for genomic DNA is challenging due to the large size of the 

chromosomes. Bioinformatics approaches are available for selected applications. However, using 

those approaches requires intensive knowledge of computer science, molecular biology, and 

bioinformatics in addition to high computational power. In this study, a pipeline is presented that will 

provide a user-friendly approach to be adopted by facilities where contamination analyzes are 

routinely performed. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

To obtain the results, the alignment software offered by LAST and the proposed program for the 

appropriate primer design in chromosomal DNA alignment files for the mentioned species was run on 

Linux (Ubuntu) at a personal computer. The LAST algorithm finds similar regions between genome 

sequences and aligns them accordingly. It is an algorithm designed to compare vertebrate genomes or 

large genome sequences such as chromosomal DNA. The installation and update of the LAST 

alignment software are available on the official site [32]. 

 

Alignment files, produced by LAST, may take up very large spaces and may become unfavorable for 

researchers to search for useful information manually. Basic text editors are not suitable to handle the 

files on large scales. In order to locate and search divergent sub-sequence pairs in alignment files, we 

created an open-source Python project [33]. The project consists of two files: differ.py and srch.py. 

differ.py finds and stores all divergent sub-sequences of aligned pairs with respect to given 

parameters. Mandatory parameters for differ.py are input file (-i), output file prefix (-o), and minimum 

value of divergent sequence length (-md). Two optional parameters are similarity tolerance (-ms) and 

early stop limit (-sa). An example command to run differ.py can be given as:  

 

python differ.py -iinput_file -o output_prefix -md N -msT -saE 
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The above command reads input_file, finds all divergent sub-sequence pairs of minimum length N 

with tolerance T, and stores the results in output_prefix_K_J.txt files, each of which are containing at 

most 10MB of data, where K ≥ N and J ≥ 1. Also, the program stops execution when E matches 

satisfying requirements given by former parameters. When the analysis is completed, differ.py outputs 

the length of the largest divergent sub-sequence to the terminal window. An example of the output of 

the proposed program is provided in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. An example of pairs in output 

The above statement can be interpreted as: at second pair in source alignment file, there is a 7 

character long divergent sub-sequence with 1 erroneous character within, starting from 9th character at 

line 26. Reference sub-sequence is atgcaaga and query sub-sequence is -----a--. Also, the original 

reference and query sequences are given at the two bottom-most lines. 

 

The second program, srch.py, perform a search for finding similar sub-sequences between output files 

generated by differ.py and a given FNA file. Parameters for srch.py are input file prefix (-ipx), the 

minimum length of similar sub-sequences (-min), the maximum length of similar sub-sequences (-

max), which sequence in output files to look at (-ord), allowed percentage of indel symbols (-rid), 

tolerance of non-similarity (-tol) and target FNA file to perform the search (-target). An example 

command for running srch.py can be shown as: 

 

python srch.py -ipxinput_prefix -min A -max B -ord R -rid I -tol T -target F  

 

The above command performs a similarity search between all files with name input_prefix_X and F. 

Any sub-sequence, satisfying the parametrized requirements will be saved to output files named as 

FNA_R_Y.txt, where Y ≥ A and Y equals to the length of matching sub-sequence. The resulting 

output files are formatted as following: 

 

> ATATA 

    Line:15, Src: results_5_1.txt: 44 

    Line:24, Src: results_5_1.txt: 44 

 

The above statement can be interpreted as: results_5_1.txt file contains the sequence ATATA at its 

44th line. This sequence is found at lines 15 and 24 of the given FNA file.  
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III. RESULTS 
 

The proposed algorithm was implemented on a computer equipped with a Core I7 4720HQ 2.6 Ghz 

processor, 16 Gb DDR3 Memory, AMD® R9 M265X graphics card. 16GB of physical memory on the 

computer was not enough during the alignment processes used. This situation was solved with the 

SWAP operation command provided by the Ubuntu system during the installation and an area of 100 

Gb from the HDD was recognized as virtual RAM to the operating system. Swap operation is a 

partition on the hard drive reserved by the operating system. When the size of the data exceeds the 

maximum RAM capacity, this part is used as RAM and thus the operations can continue.Performance 

indicators of proposed algorithms are shown Table 1. 

 
Table 1.Performance indicators of proposed algorithms 

 

Process 
Operating 

System 

Device Features Species 
Time 

CPU RAM HDD GPU First Second 

Alignment 

(LAST) 

Linux 

(Ubuntu) 

Core I7 

4720HQ 

2.6 Ghz 

16 GB 

DDR3+ 

100GB 

SWAP 

1 TB AMD® 

R9 

M265X 

Pig 

(File 

Size:2.5 

GB) 

Cattle 

(File 

Size: 2.7 

GB) 

122h. 

16 min. 

3 sec. 

First 

program 

(differ.py) 

Linux 

(Ubuntu) 

Core I7 

4720HQ 

2.6 Ghz 

16 GB 

DDR3+ 

100GB 

SWAP 

1 TB AMD® 

R9 

M265X 

Pig 

(File 

Size:2.5 

GB) 

Cattle 

(File 

Size: 

2.7 GB) 

153 h. 

4 min. 

26 sec. 

Second 

program 

(srch.py) 

Linux 

(Ubuntu) 

Core I7 

4720HQ 

2.6 Ghz 

16 GB 

DDR3+ 

100GB 

SWAP 

1 TB AMD® 

R9 

M265X 

Pig 

(File Size:2.5 GB) 

 

91 h. 

56 min. 

45 sec. 

Second 

program 

(srch.py) 

Linux 

(Ubuntu) 

Core I7 

4720HQ 

2.6 Ghz 

16 GB 

DDR3+ 

100GB 

SWAP 

1 TB AMD® 

R9 

M265X 

Cattle 

(File Size:2.7 GB) 

85 h. 

4 min. 

51 sec 

Note:No otheroperationwasperformed on thecomputerduringtheseprocesses. 

Abbreviations: CPU: Computing ProcessingUnit – RAM:ReadOnly Memory – HDD: Hard Disk Drive – GPU: 

Graphics ProcessingUnit – HQ: High Quality – Ghz: Gigahertz. 

 

In the second program, srch.py, it took 91 hours, 56 minutes, and 45 seconds to search the outputs of 

differ.py, the first program, in the Pig.FNA, on the personal laptop with the above features. The same 

situation took 85 hours, 4 minutes, and 51 seconds for the Cattle.FNA file. 

 

 

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 

Most of the primers used in species identification and classification studies have been designed to 

target genes on mitochondrial DNA. On the other hand, primers designed based on chromosomal 

DNA sequences will be more useful than mitochondrial DNA, especially in comparing genomes close 

to each other, such as breeds of the same breed (two different bovine genomes). However, processing 

chromosomal DNA information is challenging to carry out necessary analysis using user-friendly 

online tools due to the large size of the sequence data.Another drawback is that using stand-alone-tools 

requires extensive knowledge and practice to understand the executable implementations of the tools.  

 

In this study, we encoded a tool to represent species-specific chromosomal DNA regions belonging to 

pig and bovine species by aligning DNA sequences with each other. The Output file of this tool is 
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created by parsing the different oligonucleotide sequences between the species separately considering 

user-determined INDEL frame lengths.  

 

In summary, we introduced a tool written in Python that can easily design primers for researchers who 

want to identify races close to each other. The developed tool along with its implementation 

documents is available for the academic community.  

 

Optimization of software development will continue in order to increase the performance of the 

developed tool and to produce output in a more reasonable time frame. An output data of this program 

will be tested on meat samples to assess the efficiency of the primer sets for detection of 

contaminations in meat samples for closely related species. 
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